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Abstract

The present paper publishes the collection of Seleukid coins from the Numismatic 
Department of the State Historical Museum (Moscow). It contains 118 items of several 
Seleukid rulers ranging from Seleukos I to posthumous issues of Phillip I.
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 Introduction

In the historiography of Hellenism, numismatic data are traditionally regarded 
as a most important (and in some cases the only) source for the study not just 
of economic processes but of political and ideological ones as well. Seleukid 
numismatics is not an exception in this respect: it provides extremely rich 
material for research. When the earliest research devoted to the history of the 
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Seleukid state was being written, coins were referred to as one of the most 
important source materials.1

However, the first specialized studies treating Seleukid numismatics did not 
appear until the second half of the 19th century.2 As material was gradually 
accumulated, it became necessary to compile a general catalogue of Seleukid 
coins. One of the first attempts to bring together and analyse Seleukid numis-
matic material was undertaken by E.T. Newell.3 The catalogue he created was 
distinguished not only by its rich content and the scale of the research carried 
out, but also by the profound historical, iconographic and statistical analysis 
of the material investigated: for many decades it remained the main source for 
whole generations of historians and numismatists. Over several decades after 
its appearance, interest in Seleukid numismatics continued to grow steadily. 
The reason for this was the discovery of numerous new coin types during 
archaeological excavations of sites in the Near East and Central Asia. Dozens of 
researchers from a range of different academic institutions and traditions were 
engaged in the study of these coins. A key event for Seleukid numismatics was 
the publication of a two-volume catalogue entitled ‘Seleucid Coins’ edited by 
A. Houghton and C. Lorber.4 This comprehensive work is today still the most 
complete survey of Seleukid coins. Collecting this material is, however, an on-
going process and the Houghton and Lorber catalogue has to be extended with 
various supplements, such as the internet project ‘Seleucid Coins. Addenda 
System’5 or ’Seleucid Coins Online’.6

Despite the fundamental nature of the ‘Seleucid Coins’ project, it should be 
noted that its authors have only limited knowledge of the Seleukid coins held 
in the museum collections of the Russian Federation and the countries of the 
former USSR. However, Russian museums hold rich collections of Hellenistic 
coins, including Seleukid ones. Unfortunately, in the vast majority of cases 
these coins are still unpublished and many have not even been identified, but 
a preliminary survey has established that museums in Russia may well contain 

1 A good example of this is one of the very first works on the history of the Seleukid state 
published by Jean Foi-Vaillant in 1681 with the revealing name: Seleucidarum imperium, sive 
historia regum Syriae ad fidem numismatum accommodata.

2 One of the works still most relevant at the present time remains that of E. Babelon (Babelon 
1890)

3 ESM 1938; WSM 1941.
4 SC 2002–2008.
5 https://seleucidaddenda,wordpress.com. It is worth noting at this point, incidentally, that 

the authors of ‘Seleucid Coins’ have themselves put out sizeable supplements for their cata-
logue, which were published as an Appendix for their second volume.

6 http://numismatics.org/sco.
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collections of coins issued by the Seleukid state with specimens running into 
the hundreds – a fact which in itself is of great interest for researchers.

This article publishes Seleukid coins from the collection of the Numismatics 
Department of the State Historical Museum (SHM). This collection is very 
large and contains 118 specimens. A comparatively small selection from it had 
previously been published by V.K. Golenko.7 Nevertheless, in view of various 
circumstances there is a need for a second publication of these coins. There 
are several reasons for this. First, only an insignificant part of the collection has 
been published – merely 17 coins, which had been identified by V.K. Golenko 
as from the reigns of early Seleukid rulers (from Seleukos I to Antiochos III). 
There are serious doubts with regard to the dating of some specimens, which is 
regarded as insufficiently precise and substantiated, in some cases even incor-
rect. Secondly, V.K. Golenko used the catalogue of E.T. Newell as his main source 
for identification purposes, which at the time when his article appeared was 
the most complete catalogue for Early Seleukid coins. By now, certain of the 
conclusions drawn by E.T. Newell – including those regarding the attribution 
of certain coin series and the location of some mints – have been re-examined 
and amended. Thirdly, the second publication of Golenko’s article had been 
the result of a thorough revision, in the course of which technical features of 
each specimen had been thoroughly checked (weight and diameter, the orien-
tation of the dies and the inventory number).

The formation of the numismatic collection in the State Historical Museum 
underwent several stages. After the Museum had been created, its ranges of 
exhibits were enriched by important donations from a number of major col-
lectors of the late 19th century – A.S. Uvarov, S.P. Rumyantsev, P.O. Burachkov, 
S.I. Chizhov and others. In the wake of revolutionary events in 1917, numer-
ous items previously owned by prominent Russian collectors and experts in 
Classical antiquities were made over to the Museum.8 It would appear that a 
large part of the current collection of Seleukid coins appeared in the Museum 
at that time, after purchases made in the international antiques market 
(mainly in the Middle East). It is clearly to be seen that the vast majority of 
the coins under consideration had been issued by mints in Syria, Asia Minor 
and, to a lesser extent, in Iran. Unfortunately, the circumstances surrounding 
their acquisition and origin remain for the time being unknown. This stems 
from the fact that in the 1950s, when a large-scale stock-taking was in progress, 
old inventory numbers were discarded and, together with them, information 
about the origin of many items was lost. Details regarding the origin of certain 

7 Golenko 1985, 47–56.
8 For more detail, see: Frolova 2010, 5–9.
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Seleukid coins acquired by the SHM after that period have been duly recorded. 
In most cases the coins in question were acquired from private individuals. 
By way of an example, it is possible to cite data regarding the provenance of  
a Demetrios I tetradrachm (No. 40),9 which had been part of a collection  
of coins acquired by “V.A. Pokrovskaya, for 3,090 roubles, from the family of 
Yu.V. Pokrovsky, the Deputy Chief Prosecutor from the Soviet Union at the 
Nuremberg Trials working under Comrade R.A. Rudenko (1945–1946)”.

One of the most remarkable features of this collection is its scale: it con-
tains coins of virtually all the Seleukid rulers. A considerable proportion of 
the coins is made up of those of the Late Seleukids. The vast majority of the 
specimens consists of examples which have already been recorded and of coin 
types having been published many times over in various catalogues. Yet the 
collection also contains some extremely rare specimens, which have not yet 
been the object of detailed study. For example, there are specimens relating 
to three formerly unknown coin issues of Alexander Balas, Antiochos VI and  
Antiochos VII.

In order to form a general idea of the coins from the Seleukid state held in 
the collection of the SHM Numismatics Department, it is essential to provide a 
brief description of these items.

 Analysis of Coins

Seleukos I (312–281).10 In the SHM collection there are five silver tetradrachms 
and three bronze coins of the founder of the Seleukid dynasty – Seleukos I. As 
already pointed out by V.K. Golenko, four of the five tetradrachms (Nos. 1–4) 
are of one of the most widespread coin types from the period of the Diadochoi 
introduced as early as the time of Alexander the Great.11 On the obverse of 
these coins there is a depiction of Alexander’s head in form of the portrait 
of Heracles wearing a lion’s skin and, on the reverse, a depiction of Zeus 
Aitophoros seated on a throne. Three of the four coins (Nos. 2–4) bear 
identical monograms (  and ) and they were issued from the mint 
at Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris – the so-called “Seleucia I” mint, as classified by 
A. Houghton and C. Lorber. These issues date from the period after 300 BC.12 
The tetradrachm bearing the monogram ( ) (No. 1), which E.T. Newell, and 

9  Here and from now on the coin numbers are taken from the Catalogue.
10  From here onwards all dates are BC.
11  Golenko 1985, 48.
12  SC 117. 1c.
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after him V.K. Golenko as well, specified as being from a Marathos issue, on the 
other hand, should be identified as having been produced at an unknown mint, 
situated by all appearances within the territory of Babylon – Uncertain Mint 
6A, according to the classification compiled by A. Houghton and C. Lorber.13 
This mint can be deemed to have functioned in the period between 311 and 
305 BC. The main distinctive feature of this coin is an error in the legend. The 
title « ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ » has been engraved on the die as « ΒΑΣΙΛΣΩΣ », which is 
clearly an error on the part of the engraver.

The fifth Seleukos I tetradrachm in the collection is a coin of the 
“Elephant Chariot” type (No. 5), which beyond any doubt was minted at  
the Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris mint – the so-called “Seleucia II”, which functioned 
after 295 BC. Unfortunately, only one monogram can be seen in the field of 
the coin ( ), while the second one, which had probably been engraved 
to the right of the anchor, cannot be identified because of its poor state of 
preservation.14

Seleukos I bronze coins are represented by three specimens (Nos. 6–8), two 
of which belong to one and the same coin type and were issued by the mint 
located at Antioch-on-the-Orontes (Nos. 6–7). On the obverse of these coins, 
the head of Gorgon Medusa was depicted and, on the reverse, a bull charg-
ing to the right. To judge from its weight and diameter, both coins are of the 
same denomination (Denomination B according to the Houghton and Lorber 
classification). It is not possible to reach a more precise definition because of 
the coin’s state of preservation. In the exergue of one of the coins (No. 7) the 
monogram “Ξ” has survived, which provides a link between this specimen and 
Type SC 21. 2b.

The last coin minted in the name of Seleukos I is a bronze one issued at the 
Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris (Seleucia II) mint (No. 8). This coin type has a unique 
iconography: the obverse bears a depiction of the head of a horned horse and 
on the reverse there is an anchor – the symbol of the Seleukid dynasty. This 
specimen matches Type SC 145.

In the SHM collection there are two Antiochos I (281–261) coins which are 
examples of a more widespread coin type “Apollo seated on omphalos”. This 
silver tetradrachm (No. 9) was produced at the Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris mint,15 
while the bronze one was minted at Antioch-on-the-Orontes.16

13  SC 69. 4.
14  Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the coin corresponds to the type SC 130.40, despite 

its state of preservation, which makes it impossible confidently to identify the said 
specimen.

15  SC 379. 6a; ESM 162.
16  SC 351.
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Antiochos II (261–246) coins are represented by three specimens: two sil-
ver tetradrachms of the “Apollo seated on omphalos” type (Nos. 11–12) and a 
bronze coin bearing a depiction of a tripod (No. 13). One tetradrachm can con-
fidently be identified as having been issued at the Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris mint17 
(No. 12), while the other (No. 11)18 represents the output of an unspecified mint, 
which A. Houghton and C. Lorber define as Uncertain Mint 28, located in Syria 
or Northern Mesopotamia. E.T. Newell and, after him, V.K. Golenko suggested 
that this particular coin had been issued by the Apamea mint – one of the four 
cities making up the Syrian Tetrapolis. Yet the existence of a mint at Apamea 
in the Early Hellenistic period is questionable. A most remarkable specimen is 
the bronze Antiochos II coin bearing the depiction of a tripod (No. 13). It was 
issued by the Sardis mint. Owing to the special features of its production it is 
most difficult to attribute this specimen, as the monograms in the field cannot 
be made out.19

Seleukos II (246–225) coins are represented by two specimens – a tet-
radrachm issued at the Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris mint, which is of the “Apollo 
and tripod”20 coin type (No. 14) and a bronze coin of the “Dioscuroi/elephant 
head” type (No. 15), issued at the mint in the town of Nisibis.21 The collection 
also includes a bronze coin of Seleukos III (225–223), identified as belonging 
to the “Artemis – Apollo on omphalos” type (No. 16).

Antiochos III (222–187) coins are represented by two silver drachms 
(Nos. 17–18) and one bronze coin (No. 19), issued by a Syrian mint for which 
there is no confidently established location.22 One of the drachms (No. 17) 
bears a monogram , making it possible to classify it as a coin of Type SC 
1236. The other (No. 18) is difficult to classify in view of its poor state of pres-
ervation and the monograms which cannot be deciphered.23 Nevertheless, 
in view of the size of the coins and the orientation of their dies, there is no 
doubt that both were issued by one and the same mint, although once again 
establishing that mint’s location proves problematic. Initially A. Houghton and 
C. Lorber estimated that the coins in this series (“Series 4”) had been issued 

17  SC 587. 4d.
18  SC 577.
19  SC 520, 522–527.
20  SC 763. 2b.
21  To judge from the diameter of the coin (19 mm), this specimen is an example of Type  

SC 754.
22  SC 1258. The minting of coins from this series would appear to have been organized after 

202 BC.
23  V. Golenko (1985, 53, Nos. 15–16) classified both drachms in question as having been 

issued in Ecbatana.
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by the Ecbatana mint.24 However, it should be pointed out that “Series 4” dis-
plays certain stylistic features and unique monograms, which set it apart from 
the general production of the Ecbatana mint. This, in its turn, may indicate 
that a second mint had existed in Ecbatana, or that – as later suggested by 
A. Houghton and C. Lorber – a separate mint had been functioning on the bor-
der between Media and Parthia,25 which for the sake of convenience had been 
named the “  mint”, on account of its unique monogram, found in the field of 
the coins from the whole of the series.

It is most remarkable that certain other drachms from the collection 
of the SHM have also been identified as having been issued from the same 
mint. These include coins of Seleukos IV (187–175) (No. 20). As regards its 
iconography and style, this specimen definitely shares characteristics of the  
Antiochos III drachmai issued by the  mint.26 Bronze Seleukos coins are 
also represented by another specimen, which can be classified as having been 
produced at Antioch-on-the-Orontes (No. 21) and matching Type SC 1315. 6n. 
The only complication in this respect is that on the obverse of the coin no 
monogram can be made out. However, similar specimens with monograms on 
the obverse, which cannot be made out, are also well-known.27

Coins of Antiochos IV (175–164) are represented by 11 specimens: one sil-
ver tetradrachm (No. 22), two drachms (Nos. 23–24) and eight bronze coins 
(No. 25–32). The tetradrachm had been issued at the Antioch-on-the-Orontes 
mint. It is an example of the classic coin type – “Zeus Nikephoros” (No. 22), 
which was issued in the second half of the reign of Antiochos IV.28 One of 
the most important features of this coin series is the mention of divine epi-
thets for the king, which were first introduced into the legend on the coin on 
a wide scale precisely during this particular reign. Two drachms were issued 
at the  mint29 already mentioned above. The coins produced at that centre  
during the reign of Antiochos IV are distinguished by the fact that in the right 
field the mint is indicated through the symbol of a cornucopia. The bronze 
coins belong to issues from several different mints – Antioch-on-the-Orontes 
(Nos. 28–30), Ecbatana (Nos. 26–27), Ake-Ptolemaïs (Nos. 25, 31) and Seleukeia- 
on-the-Tigris (No. 32). They all represent coin types that are widespread and 
have been studied thoroughly. The most remarkable of these specimens is a 
bronze coin (No. 25) with a depiction of Queen Laodike, wife of Seleukos IV, 

24  SC I, 455.
25  SC II, 32.
26  SC 1361. 2.
27  SNG Spaer 884.
28  SC 1400f; Mørkholm 1963, 24–34.
29  SC 1559. 7 and 1559. 5.
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and Antiochos IV, on the obverse, and one of an elephant’s head, on the reverse. 
Both depictions are framed by a dotted border. Judging from the monograms, 
the coin was minted in Ake-Ptolemaïs.30 The stylistic features found in the 
depiction of Laodike would indicate that this series was minted at the begin-
ning of the reign of Antiochos IV, probably 175–173 BC.

Coins of Antiochos V (163–161) are represented by one tetradrachm of the 
“Zeus Nikephoros” type issued at the mint in Antioch-on-the-Orontes (No. 33).31

Eighteen of the coins date from the reign of Demetrios I (161–150). They 
can be divided into several different groups. The first consists of nine tet-
radrachms produced at the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint, and represent one 
of the most widespread Demetrios I coin types – “Tyche seated on throne” 
(Nos. 34–42). Within this group it is possible to single out seven coins with 
the legend ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ, associated with the types 
SC 1638, 1640 and 1641 and two tetradrachms with the legend ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ 
ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ (Type SC 1637).

The second group consists of three silver drachms of the “Apollo seated on 
omphalos” type (Nos. 43–45). Two drachms (Nos. 43–44) can with a fair degree 
of precision be classified as production of the Ecbatana mint, where this motif 
is often encountered on coins of this denomination. Unfortunately, because of 
the coins’ poor state of preservation (or specific features of the minting tech-
nique), none of the monograms are visible, so the types of coins cannot be 
precisely identified. The most serious problems arise when attempts are made 
to classify the specimen No. 45. Because of its poor state of preservation, it 
is not possible to identify this coin accurately, but all the stylistic features of 
the portrait and also the legend allow the conclusion that it was issued at one  
of the eastern mints of Demetrios I.32 The third group (Nos. 46–48) is made up of  
three drachms of the “Cornucopia” type issued at the Antioch-on-the-Orontes 
mint. That same mint had also issued all the bronze Demetrios I coins in the 
collection (Nos. 49–51). Two of them are of one and the same type – “Head 
of Apollo/tripod” (Nos. 50–51),33 while the third (No. 49) is of the “Head of 
Artemis/quiver and bow” type.34

Coins of Alexander I (150–146) are represented by eight specimens 
(Nos. 52–59): two tetradrachms of the “Zeus Nikephoros” type (one minted at 
Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris – No. 52 and the other at Antioch-on-the-Orontes –  

30  SC 1477. 1d; CSE I, 112–113.
31  SC 1575. 1.
32  CSE I, 1256 is the closest parallel for this type from among the coins minted in Ecbatana.
33  SC 1644.
34  SC 1645.
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No. 53), four drachms of the “Apollo seated on omphalos” type (one of which 
came from Ecbatana – No. 55, while the rest had been issued at Antioch-on- 
the-Orontes – Nos. 56–58) and a bronze coin issued at the Antioch-on-the- 
Orontes mint and bearing a depiction of the head of Dionysos on the obverse 
and an elephant on the reverse (No. 59).

The most interesting specimen, not just from the group of Alexander I coins 
but probably from the whole SHM collection as well, is a tetradrachm (No. 54) 
bearing a depiction of Alexander’s head with a diadem on the obverse and Zeus 
Nikephoros on the reverse. With regard to typology, this specimen is similar to 
the Alexander I coin minted in Antioch-on-the-Orontes. Placed in the exergue 
of the depiction on the reverse is the date – ΕΞΡ – the 165th year of the Seleukid 
era or 148/7, which is found on coins from the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint,35 
but in conjunction with several other monograms. The orientation of the axis 
of the dies (12 o’clock) and also the weight (15.53 grams) are completely in 
accordance with emissions from the workshop at Antioch-on-the-Orontes. 
The only element which distinguishes this coin significantly from other issues 
is a symbol reminiscent of a whip, but not typical for Seleukid coins, placed in 
the left inner field. It is of great interest to note that this symbol bears a faint 
resemblance to the monogram , which is usually to be found on Alexander I 
coins of the “Zeus Nikephoros” type minted in Antioch-on-the-Orontes.36 Yet 
the particular features of the depictions of these two symbols and also their 
dimensions do not allow us to conclude that there is any direct link between 
these two elements. It would seem that the problem could be resolved to some 
extent, if we assume that the coin in question constitutes an imitation of coins 
from the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint. In that case, the symbol could have 
appeared as the result of an inaccurate reproduction of the monogram. Yet the 
high quality of the artistic execution of the depiction would appear to reflect 
professional skill on the part of the engraver: if the engraver had been skilled, 
such a banal error as the inadequate reproduction of a monogram would have 
been virtually impossible. This means, all we can conclude is that we are deal-
ing with a previously unknown series of Alexander I tetradrachms minted in 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.

The Demetrios II coins make up two groups: coins from the first and the 
second period of his rule, as has traditionally been accepted in all numismatic 
catalogues. Associated with the first period of his reign (146–139) are three 
silver coins – two tetradrachms (Nos. 60–61) and one drachm (No. 62). The  
distinctive feature of all the coins in this group is the iconography used in  

35  SC 1784.; CSE I, 79.
36  See: SC 1784. 2.
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the portrait of Demetrios II, in which the ruler is depicted as a youth. This 
depiction contrasts markedly with the portrait linked to the second period of 
his reign, in which Demetrios II is often depicted as an adult man and often 
with a beard. Both tetradrachms belong to very widespread coin types – “Tyche 
with cornucopia” (No. 61)37 and “Apollo seated on omphalos” (No. 60).38 Of 
particular interest is the drachm, the description of which raises a number  
of complications (No. 62). The iconography of this coin type (“Zeus Aetophoros”) 
links this specimen to the production of the mint at Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.39

The style of the artistic presentation of this coin matches the output of 
one of the eastern mints, but it is not possible to establish precisely which. 
Due to the coin’s poor state of preservation, the monograms, which might 
have been placed in the exergue, are not visible. For the same reason it is not 
possible to establish whether the specimen under discussion is of the type 
SC 1995B or whether it is an example of an issue not previously recorded. 
It should also be noted that the coins issued by eastern mints at the end of 
the first period of Demetrios II’s reign represent major problems when it 
comes to locate minters’ workshops. A number of significant iconographic 
differences come to light, which had perhaps been dictated by the diffi-
cult situation in the stand-off between Demetrios II and the Parthian king,  
Mithradates II. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris changed hands a number of times. 
In the course of a short period, when he was in control of the polis (145–141 
and 139–138), Demetrios II approved new issues of coins which, over and 
above their economic significance, had important ideological implications. It 
appears to have been precisely during one such period that Demetrios II gave 
orders for the series of drachms to be minted, which are examined here. It 
stood out not just on account of the coin type – Zeus Aetophoros – which was 
used extremely rarely by the Seleukids, but also on account of new divine epi-
thets glorifying the king.

All six coins issued by Antiochos VI (144–142), held in the Numismatics 
Department of the SHM, were issued by the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint. 
Among them there were four drachms of one and the same type (Nos. 63–66)40 
bearing a depiction of Antiochos VI wearing a radiate crown and Apollo seated 
on an omphalos, and in addition two bronze coins of one and the same type 
(Nos. 67–68) with a depiction of Antiochos VI in a radiate crown and an ele-
phant holding a torch in its trunk. According to the classification compiled by 

37  SC 1984. 1; CSE I, 1010.
38  SC 1907h; CSE I, 220.
39  SC 1986.
40  SC 2002.
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A. Houghton and C. Lorber, both coins can be identified as belonging to Type 
SC 2006. Yet while specimen No. 68 matches precisely the coins from one of 
the emissions of this particular coin type, the second clearly constitutes an 
example of a previously unknown emission. The lack of any indication of the 
mint in the right field on the reverse, which does not link in with the classifi-
cation provided by A. Houghton and C. Lorber leads to this conclusion. The 
SHM collection also includes one bronze coin issued by the Seleukid usurper 
Diodotos Tryphon (142–138) (No. 69).

Antiochos VII (138–129). The group of coins associated with this ruler is the 
most numerous in the whole collection of Seleukid coins – a total of 23 coins 
(Nos. 70–89). Most of these coins were issued by the mint at Antioch-on-the 
Orontes. A notable feature of this collection is the group of tetradrachms, 
which are imitations of Antiochos VII coins but were actually issued by mints 
in Cappadocia (Nos. 76–83). In time, these coins were issued by a number of 
Cappadocian rulers, Antiochos VII had already died, but they were widely 
used in Asia Minor.41 The collection also contains two tetradrachms minted 
in Tyre, coins of the “Eagle” type (Nos. 84–85), two drachms, one of which 
had been minted in Tarsus (No. 87), while the other had been issued from 
Uncertain Mint 101 (No. 88), according to the classification of A. Houghton 
and C. Lorber, and finally a bronze coin from Antioch-on-the-Orontes (No. 89). 
The most interesting coin in this particular group is a tetradrachm issued  
by the Sidon mint – a coin of the “Phoenician eagle” type. The attribution of 
this specimen to the Sidon mint does not raise any doubts: in the right field 
there is a sign associated with that mint in the form of the inscription ΣΙΔΩ. 
The coin is dated to the year 175 of the Seleukid era. The key feature of this 
particular specimen is the combination of the date (ЕΟΡ) and the monogram 
( ) in the left field, which had not been encountered earlier. The previously 
recorded coin type with the date EOP bears a completely different monogram.42 
It is important to note that the combination of the date (ЕΟΡ) and the mono-
gram ( ) had previously been recorded on coins of Antiochos VII, but coins 
of a different type – “Athena/Nike”.43 This means that the tetradrachm pub-
lished here belongs to a previously unknown issue from the Sidon mint.

Five specimens (Nos. 90–94) have been classified as coins from the second 
period of Demetrios II’s reign (129–126): two tetradrachms of Phoenician 
weight, produced at the Tyre mint (Nos. 90–91), one tetradrachm, which has 
been linked to the Damascus mint (No. 92) and two didrachms (Nos. 93–94), 
which were issued in Tyre using Phoenician weights.

41  See: Houghton, Lorber & Veselý 2006, 49–98; Krengel & Lorber 2009, 51–104.
42  SC 2102. 1.
43  See, for example, SNG Spaer 1996.
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Coins of Alexander II (128–123) are represented here by three specimens: 
two drachms of the “two cornucopiae” type (Nos. 95–96) and one bronze coin 
of the “Apollo’s head/tripod” type (No. 97). The drachms are coins produced 
at the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint, while the bronze coin was issued at 
Uncertain Mint 111, located in northern Syria, according to the classification 
compiled by A. Houghton and C. Lorber.

The collection of the Numismatics Department of the SHM also includes 
quite a rare bronze coin minted in the name of Cleopatra Thea and her 
co-regent Antiochos VIII (125–121) during their joint reign (No. 98). The dis-
tinctive feature of this series of coins is the paired portrait of the rulers found 
on the obverse of the coin.

Seven coins in the collection were issued by Antiochos VIII (125–121) 
(Nos. 99–105) as an independent ruler: six tetradrachms and one bronze coin. 
The tetradrachms had been issued by the mints of Ake-Ptolemaïs, Tarsus, 
Askalon and Damascus. Three iconographic types have been identified: “Eagle”, 
“Sandan’s altar” and “Zeus Uranius”. The bronze coin had been issued by the 
mint at Antioch-on-the-Orontes and is of the “Two cornucopiae” type.

Coins of Antiochos IX (116–96) are represented by five specimens 
(Nos. 106–110): four tetradrachms from the Antioch-on-the-Orontes and 
Tarsus mints and one bronze coin issued by the mint at Antioch-on-the- 
Orontes. The tetradrachms are examples of the following types: “Zeus 
Nikephoros”, “Athena Nikephoros”, “Sandan’s altar”. The bronze coin is of the 
“Winged thunderbolt” type.

A single specimen of an Antiochos X (95–92) coin of the “Zeus Nikephoros” 
type was issued by the Antioch-on-the-Orontes mint (No. 111). It proved dif-
ficult to identify the coin type with any precision, since the coin circle was 
smaller than the stamp, which meant that the monograms did not fit into the 
coin’s field.

A series of tetradrachms minted in the name of one of the last rulers of 
the Seleukid state, Philip I (95/4–76/5), (Nos. 112–114, 116–117) is one of the 
most interesting in the collection. Two of the coins were actually issued after 
the death of King Philip I, when the Seleukid state administered by Rome had 
already fallen. No precise date is available for the other three. As suggested by 
A. Houghton and C. Lorber, they could have been issued either during Philip’s 
reign or after his death.44

Coins of Antiochos XIII (69–64) are also represented by a single tetradrachm 
from the mint at Antioch-on-the-Orontes: it is of the “Zeus Nikephoros” type 
(No. 115).

44  See: SC 2464.
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The last coin in the catalogue is an indeterminate bronze coin, belonging to 
the iconographic type “Apollo leaning on tripod” (No. 118). The task of attribut-
ing this specimen is complicated by the coin’s poor state of preservation. The 
legend is also difficult to read and the features of the ruler are virtually impos-
sible to distinguish. To judge from the iconographic motif, this coin could be 
one issued by Seleukos II, but it is not possible to identify it with any greater 
degree of precision.

This catalogue has been compiled along the same lines as that of 
A. Houghton and C. Lorber – all the coins have been grouped together accord-
ing to the rulers in whose name they were issued, then by denomination and 
finally according to the mints where they were manufactured. The numbers 
of the coins in this catalogue correspond to the numbers of the illustrations.

 Catalogue

Seleukos I
1–4. AR. Tetradrachm.
Obv. Head of young Heracles r. in lion-skin headdress, dotted border.
Rev. ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ on r., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ in ex., Zeus enthroned l., holding eagle and 
sceptre, dotted border.
1. No. KR ON 454167. Uncertain Mint 6 A.
Legend: ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΣΟΣ (sic!).
Controls: Seleukid anchor (outer l.) floated. Control (inner l.): . 16.98 gr;  
ø 26–27.5 mm; 9.
Reference: WSM 1244; SC 69. 4; Golenko 6.
2. No. KR ON 454168. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Controls: primary (l. field): , secondary (under throne):  (dot above). 
17.13 gr; ø 26 mm; 9.
Reference: SC 117. 1c; ESM 4; Golenko 1.
3. No. KR ON 454169.
17.08 gr; ø 25.5 mm; 5.
Reference: SC 117. 1c; ESM 4; Golenko 2.
4. No. KR ON 454170.
16.62 gr; ø 26–26.5 mm; 4.
Reference: SC 117. 1c; ESM 4; Golenko 3.
5. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454171. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Laureate head of Zeus r., dotted border. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on l., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ 
in ex., Athena in elephant quadriga r., brandishing spear and shield, dotted bor-
der. Controls: Seleukid anchor (upper field). Control (above elephant): .  
15.39 gr; ø 25.5–26 mm; 9.
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Reference: SC 130. 40; ESM 121; Golenko 4.
6–7. AE. Royal bronze. Medusa/bull. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Winged head of Medusa r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ above, ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ below, bull charging r., dotted border.
6. No. KR ON 454240.
Controls: not visible. 5.42 gr; ø 18–19 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 21; WSM 925; Golenko 8.
7. No. KR ON 454241.
Control (in ex.): . 6.77 gr; ø 19 mm; 8.
Reference: SC 21. 2b; Golenko 7.
8. AE. Royal bronze. Horned horse head/anchor. No. KR ON 454242. Seleukeia- 
on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Horned horse head r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (reading upward) on l., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ (reading upward) on r. 
anchor with flukes upward, dotted border.
Control (to r.): . 15.82 gr; ø 28 mm; 9.
Reference: SC 145; ESM 45; Golenko 5.

Antiochos I
9. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 942063. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos I r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo, light drapery on r. thigh, 
seated l. on omphalos, holding arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow, 
dotted border.
Controls: primary (outer l.): , secondary (outer r.): . 16.87 gr; ø 30 mm; 6.
Reference: SC 379. 6a; ESM 162; Golenko 9; SNG Italia XII 34–35.
10. AE. Royal bronze. Antiochos/Apollo on omphalos type. No. KR ON 1673280. 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing 
arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow.
Controls: not visible. 2.83 gr; ø 15–16.5 mm; 3.
Reference: SC 351.

Antiochos II
11. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454172. Uncertain Mint 28.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos II r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo, light drapery on r. thigh, 
seated l. on omphalos, testing arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow.
Control (outer r.): . 17.05 gr; ø 27–27.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 577. 1; WSM 1142; Golenko 12.
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12. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454173. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos I r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo, light drapery on r. thigh, 
seated l. on omphalos, testing arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow.
Controls: primary (outer l.): , secondary (outer r.): . 16.88 gr; ø 28 mm; 3.
Reference: SC 587. 4d; ESM 191; Golenko 11.
13. AE. Royal bronze. Apollo/tripod. No. KR ON 454243. Sardis.
Obv. Laureate head of Apollo r., with curly hair.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., tripod, standing on symbol.
3,76 gr; ø 15–16,5 mm; 11.
Reference: SC 520 or probably 522–527; Golenko 13; WSM 1369.

Seleukos II
14. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454174. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Diademed head of Seleukos II r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ on l., Apollo standing l., testing arrow and 
resting elbow on tall tripod, dotted border.
Controls: primary (inner l.): , secondary (outer r.): . 16.93 gr; ø 28 mm; 5.
Reference: SC 763. 2b; Golenko 14, CSE 966.
15. AE. Royal bronze. Dioscuroi/elephant head. No. KR ON 454244. Nisibis.
Obv. Jugate, draped busts of the Dioscuroi l., wearing laureate piloi, the nearer 
in three quarters view, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ above, ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ below, elephant head r., dotted border.
Controls (to r.): . 4.90 gr; ø 19 mm; 5.
Reference: SC 753a; SNG Spaer 460.

Seleukos III
16. AE. Royal bronze. Artemis/Apollo on omphalos type. No. KR ON 1673279. 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Draped bust of Artemis r., quiver at shoulder, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing 
arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow.
Controls: non visible. 3.56 gr; ø 15.5–17.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 922; SNG Italia XII 58–69.

Antiochos III
17–18. AR. Drachm.  mint (Northern Media or Hyrcania).
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., with diadem ends falling straight behind, 
no border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing 
arrow and resting l. hand on grounded bow
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17. No. KR ON 942064.
Controls: primary (inner l.): , secondary (inner l. below). 3.98 gr; ø 17 mm; 11.
Reference: SC 1236. 6; Golenko 15.
18. No. KR ON 454175.
Monograms: not visible. 4.02 gr; ø 17 mm; 11.
Reference: Golenko 16.
19. AE. Royal bronze. Antiochos III/Nike. No. KR ON 454245. Ecbatana.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., with incipient baldness at temple, dotted 
border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Nike advancing l., holding wreath and 
palm, dotted border.
Controls:  (inner l.), inner r. not visible. 2.45 gr; ø 14.5–15 mm; 9.
Reference: SC 1258; Golenko 17; ESM 613.

Seleukos IV
20. AR. Drachm. No. KR ON 454176.  mint (Northern Media or Hyrcania).
Obv. Diademed head of Seleukos IV, older portrait with large head in coarse 
style, short diadem ends curving downwards behind.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing 
arrow and resting hand on grounded compound bow.
Control (inner l.): . 3.98 gr; ø 17 mm; 4.
Reference: SC 1361. 2.
21. AE. Royal bronze. Apollo/Apollo leaning on tripod. No. KR ON 454246. 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Laureate head of Apollo r., in archaizing severe style, hair rolled behind, 
long locks falling down neck, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ on l., Apollo standing l., testing arrow and 
resting elbow on tall tripod, dotted border. (Serrated)
Cotrols: obverse not visible, reverse (inner l.): . 8.45 gr; ø 21–22 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1315. 6n; SNG Spaer 882–884.

Antiochos IV
22. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454177. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos IV r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ in two 
lines on l., ΝΙΚΗΦΟΡΟΥ in ex., Zeus enthroned l., resting on sceptre and hold-
ing Nike who crowns inscription.
Control (outer l.): . 16.40 gr; ø 29–32 mm; 10.
Reference: SC 1400f; Mørkholm A46-P183.
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23–24. AR. Drachm.  mint (Northern Media or Hyrcania).
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos III r., short diadem ends curving down 
behind, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing 
arrow and resting hand on grounded composite bow.
23. No. KR ON 454178.
Controls:  (outer l.) and  (inner l.). Symbol (outer r.): cornucopiae. 4.07 gr; 
ø 16–17 mm; 11.
Reference: SC 1559. 7; Suse 451, LXIV, 17.
24. No. KR ON 942065.
Controls:  (outer l) and  (inner l.) Symbol: cornucopiae. 4.11 gr; ø 17–18 mm; 
12.
Reference: SC 1559. 5; Suse 451, LXIV, 13.
25. AE. Royal bronze. Laodike IV/elephant head. No. KR ON 454247. Ptolemaïs 
(Ake).
Obv. Veiled diademed bust of Laodike IV r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ above, ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ below elephant head, dotted border. 
(Serrated)
Controls: obverse (behind head): , reverse (inner l., under title): . Symbol 
(lower r.): prow. 3.19 gr; ø 15.5–16.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1477. 1d; CSE I, 112–113.
26–27. AE. Royal bronze. Elephant/Nike. Ecbatana.
Obv. Elephant r. with mahout, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., Nike advancing r., holding fillet 
wreath.
26. No. KR ON 454248.
Controls: obverse (on r.): , reverse:  (inner r.) and  (in ex.). 8.23 gr; 
ø 23 mm; 6.
Reference: SC 1554. 2; CSE I, 1227.
27. No. KR ON 454249.
2.26 gr; ø 16 mm; 6.
Reference: SC 1555; ESM 764.
28–29. AE. Royal bronze. Isis/eagle. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Head of Isis r., wreathed with corn, Isis crown atop taenia, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ in two 
lines on l., eagle standing r., on thunderbolt.
28. No. KR ON 454250.
Controls: none. 17.44 gr; ø 26–28 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1414.
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29. No. KR ON 454251.
14.10 gr; ø 25–26 mm; 1.
30. AE. Royal bronze. Serapis/eagle. No. GIM 82254. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Laureate head of Serapis in taenia r., Osiris cap atop taenia, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ in two 
lines on l., eagle standing r. on thunderbolt.
Controls: none. 40.48 gr; ø 34–35 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1413.
31. AE. Royal bronze. Radiate Antiochos IV/veiled goddess standing. No. KR ON 
454252. Ptolemaïs (Ake).
Obv. Radiate, diademed head of Antiochos IV r., diadem ends falling straight 
behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., veiled goddess standing facing, hold-
ing long sceptre or torch, dotted border. (Serrated)
Controls: obverse (behind head): . 2.32 gr; ø 14 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1479; CSE I, 791.
32. AE. Royal bronze. Radiate Antiochos IV/goddess Nikephoros enthroned. No. 
KR ON 454253. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Radiate, diademed head of Antiochos IV r., one diadem end falling straight 
behind, the other falling forward over shoulder, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., goddess seated l., on highbacked 
throne, holding Nike, bird standing l. at feet, dotted border.
Mark of value (behind head): .
Controls: none. 4.02 gr; ø 14.5–16 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1510.

Antiochos V
33. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 942066. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos V r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on l., ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ in ex., Zeus enthroned 
l., leaning on sceptre and holding Nike who crowns royal name.
Controls (outer l.): . 16.75 gr; ø 29–31 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1575. 1; CSE I, 136; Antioche de Syrie pl. 26. 4.

Demetrios I
34–38. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r., with long hair on back of heck, diadem 
ends falling straight behind, laurel wreath border.
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Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ on l., Tyche, fully clothed, 
seated on backless throne with winged tritoness support, holding short sceptre 
and cornucopiae.
34. No. KR ON 987033.
Controls: primary (outer l., above): , secondary (outer l., below): . Date 
(in ex): HNР – (158 SE = 155/4 BCE). 16.46 gr; ø 28–29.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1641. 3b.
35. No. KR ON 942067.
Controls: primary (outer l., above): , secondary (outer l., below): . 16.11 gr; 
ø 30–31.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1641. 3c.
36. No. KR ON 454179.
Controls (outer l.): . 16.37 gr; ø 32–34.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SNG Spaer 1264; SC 1640. 1b.
37. No. KR ON 454180.
Controls (in ex.): . 15.77 gr; ø 27–28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1640. 2b.
38. No. KR ON 454181.
16.28 gr; ø 28–29 mm; 12.
39–42. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r. with lean features, diadem ends falling 
straight behind, laurel wreath border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ on l., Tyche, fully clothed, seated on 
backless throne with winged tritoness support, holding short sceptre and 
cornucopiae.
39. No. KR ON 454182.
Controls (outer l.): . 16.38 gr; ø 26.5–29.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1638. 1a.
40. No. KR ON 454183.
Controls (in ex.): . 14.86 gr; ø 29–32 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1638. 2а.
41. No. KR ON 454184.
Controls (outer l.): . 15.95 gr; ø 29.5–31.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1637b.
42. No. KR ON 1011498.
Controls (outer l): . 14.79 gr; ø 29–31 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1637d.
43–44. AR. Drachm. Ecbatana.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios I r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
dotted border.
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Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ on l., ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ in ex., Apollo seated l., 
on omphalos, testing arrow and leaning on grounded bow. Reverse border is 
not visible.
43. No. KR ON 454185.
Controls: none. 3.83 gr; ø 16 mm; 5.
Reference: SC 1735. 3e or 3f.
44. No. KR ON 454186.
Obv. Dotted border.
Rev. No reverse border.
3.70 gr; ø 16 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1735. 3f; CSE I, 1253.
45. AR. Drachm. No. KR ON 454187. Ecbatana?
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios I r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ on l., Apollo seated l., on omphalos, test-
ing arrow and leaning on grounded bow.
3.42 gr; ø 16 mm; 6.
Reference: SNG Spaer 1370–1384.
46–48. AR. Drachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r., with fleshy features and long hair on back 
of heck, diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet border
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ on l., cornucopiae oriented l.
46. No. KR ON 454188.
Date beneath controls: ΑΞΡ – (161 SE = 152/1 BC).
Controls (inner r., beneath cornucopiae):  . 3.75 gr; ø 17–17.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1642. 3c.
47. No. KR ON 454189.
3.97 gr; ø 17.5–18 mm; 1.
48. No. KR ON 1673244.
Controls (inner r., beneath cornucopiae): . 3.94 gr; ø 15.5–17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1642. 3d.
49. AE. Royal bronze. Artemis/Bow and quiver. No. KR ON 454254. Antioch-on- 
the-Orontes.
Obv. Draped bust of Artemis, wearing stephanos, bow and quiver over shoul-
der, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ on l., bow and quiver. (Serrated).
6.50 gr; ø 19–20 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1645.
50–51. AE. Royal bronze. Apollo/tripod. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Laureate head of Apollo r., hair twisted in long plait on back of neck, bow 
and quiver over shoulder, dotted border.
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Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ on l., tripod.
50. No. KR ON 454255.
15.03 gr; ø 23 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1644.
51. No. KR ON 454256.
13.66 gr; ø 23–26 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1644.

Alexander I
52–54. AR. Tetradrachm.
Obv. Diademed head of Alexander I r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ 
ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ in two lines on l., Zeus enthroned l., leaning on sceptre and hold-
ing Nike facing r., offering wreath.
52. No. KR ON 454190. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Controls (in ex.): . 15.23 gr; ø 29 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1858. 3; Suse 312.
53. No. KR ON 454191. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Controls (in ex.): . 16.06 gr; ø 28–29 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1781. 1q.
54. No. KR ON 454192.
Obverse border is not visible. No reverse border.
Date (in ex.): ΕΞΡ – (SE 165 = 148/7 BCE). Mintmark (inner l.): a composition of 
loop, knot and four-ended item. 15.53 gr; ø 26.6–28 mm; 12.
Unpublished. The closest type is SC 1784. 2 or CSE I 179.
55–58. AR. Drachm.
Obv. Diademed head of Alexander I r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ 
ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ in two lines on l., Apollo seated on omphalos, testing arrow and 
resting hand on grounded bow.
55. No. KR ON 454193. Ecbatana.
Controls: in inner l. – invisible; in ex. – none. 3.85 gr; ø 16.5–17 mm; 3.
Reference: the closest type is SC 1871b and Suse LXVII, 22–26.
56. No. KR ON 454194. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obverse dotted border.
Controls: primary (outer l.): , secondary (in ex.): . 4.03 gr; ø 16.5–17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1785. 5a, SNG Spaer 1397–1399.
57. No. KR ON 454195.
Control (in ex.): . 3.85 gr; ø 16–18 mm; 12.
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Reference: SC 1785. 1n.
58. No. KR ON 454196.
Control (in ex.): not visible. 3.93 gr; ø 18 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1785. 1a?
59. AE. Royal bronze. Dionysos/elephant. No. KR ON 454257. Antioch-on-the- 
Orontes.
Obv. Head of Dionysos r., wreathed with ivy, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ on l., elephant l.
Controls: primary (to r.): , secondary (in ex.): none. 3.04 gr; ø 14.5–15 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1791. 1a.

Demetrios II (first reign)
60. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454198. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios II r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗМΗΤΡΙΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ 
ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ in two lines on l., Apollo seated l., on omphalos, testing arrow 
and resting hand on grounded bow.
Date (in ex.): ΗΞΡ (168 SE = 145/4 BCE). Symbol (outer l.): palm branch.
Controls: primary (inner l.): , secondary control (between Apollo’s feet): 

. 16.04 gr; ø 28–29.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1907. 1h; CSE I 220.
61. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454197. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios II r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ in two lines on r., ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ 
in two lines on l., Tyche enthroned l., holding short sceptre and cornucopiae.
Control (in ex.): . 15.12 gr; ø 28.5–29 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 1984. 1; CSE I 1010; Suse XXIX. S-T.
62. AR. Drachm. No. KR ON 454199. Seleukeia-on-the-Tigris.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios II r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗМΗΤΡΙΟΥ in two lines on r., ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ 
in two lines on l., Zeus enthroned l., holding eagle and sceptre.
Controls: invisible because of poor preservation. 3.77 gr; ø 16–17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 1986.

Antiochos VI
63–66. AR. Drachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Radiate and diademed head of Antiochos VI r., one diadem end waving 
over border behind, the other falling forward over shoulder, dot-ted border.
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Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ in 
two lines on l., Apollo seated l. on omphalos, testing arrow and resting hand on 
grounded bow.
63. No. KR ON 454200.
Date (in ex., on l.): ΟΡ (170 SE = 143/2 BCE).
Controls: primary (in ex. on r.): ΣΤΑ, secondary (between Apollo’s feet): . 
3.91 gr; ø 16.5–17.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2002. 2e.
64. No. KR ON 454201.
Secondary control (between Apollo’s feet): . 3.92 gr; ø 17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2002. 2b.
65. No. KR ON 942068.
Date (in ex., on l.): ΘΞΡ (169 SE = 144/3 BCE). Obverse control: invisible.
Controls: primary (in ex. on r.): ΣΤΑ, secondary (between Apollo’s feet): . 
4.20 gr; ø 17–18 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2001. 2c.
66. No. KR ON 454202.
Controls: not visible. 3.70 gr; ø 16.5–18.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2001 or 2002.
67–68. AE. Royal bronze. Radiate Antiochos VI, crowned with ivy/ elephant. 
Serrate. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Radiate head of Antiochos VI, crowned with ivy, one diadem end waving 
up behind, the other falling forward over shoulder, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines above, ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ 
in two lines below, elephant l., holding torch and raised trunk.
67. No. KR ON 454258.
Controls: primary (to r., above): ΣΤΑ, secondary controls: none. 7.83 gr; ø 
19–20.5 mm; 12.
Reference: the closest type is SC 2006.
68. No. KR ON 454259.
7.04 gr; ø 21–22 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2006 a.

Tryphon
69. AE. Royal bronze. Tryphon/helmet. No. KR ON 454260. Uncertain Mint 100.
Obv. Diademed head of Tryphon r., in restrained style, diadem ends falling 
straight behind.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΩΝΟΣ in two lines on r., ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ on l., 
spiked Macedonian helmet with cheek guards facing l., adorned with wild 
goat’s horn above visor.
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Control (inner l., below): ΑΣΚ
5.46 gr; ø 17–18 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2039.

Antiochos VII
70–75. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet 
border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ on r., Athena 
standing l., resting l. hand on grounded shield and extending r. beyond royal 
epithet, where she supports Nike, extending wreath into border, laurel wreath 
border.
70. No. KR ON 454203.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary (inner r.): . 16.32 gr; ø 
29–30 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2061. 4e.
71. No. KR ON 454204.
Nike r.
15.19 gr; ø 27–29 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2061. 4e.
72. No. KR ON 454205.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary (inner r.): . 16.32 gr; ø 
29–30 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2061. 4d.
73. No. KR ON 454213.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary control (inner r.): . 16.51 
gr; ø 28–30,5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2061. 4b.
74. No. KR ON 454207.
Nike l.
Controls: primary (outer l. above): , secondary (outer l. below): . 16.70 gr; 
ø 31–33 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2061. 1p.
75. No. KR ON 454208.
Nike l.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary (inner r.): . 15.52 gr; ø 
30–31 mm; 12.
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Reference: SC 2061. 4e.
76–83. Cappadocian issues.
76. No. KR ON 454209.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary controls:  (inner l.) 
and  (inner r.). 16.45 gr; ø 29–30 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2148.
77. No. KR ON 454210.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary controls:  (inner l.) and 

 (inner r.). 15.42 gr; ø 27.5–28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2150. 1.
78. No. KR ON 454211.
Nike r.
15.08 gr; ø 27–28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2150. 1.
79. No. KR ON 454216.
Nike r.
Controls:  above  (outer l.) and  (inner r.). 16.59 gr; ø 28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2144. 4.
80. No. KR ON 454214.
Nike r.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary controls:  (inner l) and 

 (inner r.). 15.99 gr; ø 28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2150. 1.
81. No. KR ON 454213.
Nike l.
Controls:  above  (outer l.) and  (inner r.). 16.73 gr; ø 29–30 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2144. 3.
82. No. KR ON 454215.
Nike l.
Controls (outer l.):  above . 15.79 gr; ø 30–31 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2138. 2.
83. No. KR ON 454212.
Nike l.
16.35 gr; ø 27.5–31 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2138. 2.
84–86. AR. Tetradrachm.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., diadem ends falling straight behind, dot-
ted border.
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Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (curving) on r., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ (curving) on l., round, eagle 
standing l. on ship’s ram, palm branch under far wing, dotted border.
84. No. KR ON 454217. Tyre.
Date (r. field, below): СОР (176 SE = 137/6 BCE). Mint marks:  above  on 
club (l. field) and  (l. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 13.98 gr; ø 28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2109. 4a.
85. No. KR ON 454218.
Date (r. field, below): ΒΠΡ (182 SE = 131/0 BCE). Mintmarks:  above  on 
club (l. field) and  (l. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 13.94 gr; ø 26–27 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2109. 10c.
86. No. KR ON 454219. Sidon.
Date (l. field, below): ЕΟΡ (175 SE = 138/7 BCE). Mintmark (r. field): ΣΙΔΩ above 
aphlaston. Palm branch (l. field).
Control (l. field, below): . 13.11 gr; ø 25–26 mm; 12.
Unpublished. Type – SC 2102. The date ЕΟΡ – SC 2102.1., but the control  

 – SC 2102. 2 and 2102. 4. The combination of the date with this control is 
unknown.
87–88. AR. Drachm.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet 
border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ on l., Nike 
advancing l., holding wreath.
87. No. KR ON 454220. Tarsus.
Controls (outer l.):  above . 3.94 gr; ø 17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2056. 2.
88. No. KR ON 454221. Uncertain Mint 101.
Controls (outer l.): poor preservation,  is visible below almost invisible con-
trol. 3.82 gr; ø 18–19 mm; 12.
89. AE. Royal bronze. Eros/Isis headdress. No. KR ON 454261. Antioch-on-the- 
Orontes.
Obv. Bust of winged Eros r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ on l., Isis head-
dress, resting on two grain ears above inverted crescent.
Date (in ex.): СОР (176 SE = 137/6 BCE). Symbol (beneath main type): star.
Control (outer l.): almost invisible. 5.28 gr; ø 18.5–19 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2067. 5.
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Demetrios II (second reign)
90–91. AR. Tetradrachm. Tyre.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r., diadem ends falling straight behind, dot-
ted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (curving) on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ (curving) on l., round, eagle 
standing l., on ship’s ram, palm branch under far wing, dotted border.
90. No. KR ON 454222.
Date (l. field, below): ΕΠΡ (185 SE = 128/7 BCE). Mintmarks:  above club sur-
mounted by  (l. field) and  (r. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 14.01 gr; ø 15–16.5 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2195. 3c.
91. No. KR ON 942069.
Date (l. field, below): CΠΡ (186 SE = 127/6 BCE). Mintmarks:  above club sur-
mounted by  (l. field) and  (r. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 13.85 gr; ø 27 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2195. 4b.
92. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454223. Damascus.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r., bearded and with tousled hair on crown 
of head, diadem ends falling straight behind.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ in two lines on r., ΘΕΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ in two 
lines on l., Zeus enthroned l., resting on sceptre and extending r. hand through 
the legend, holding Nike who faces l., extending wreath toward edge of coin.
Date (in ex.): invisible.
Control (under throne): . 16.03 gr; ø 27–29 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2181. 2a or 2181. 3a.
93–94. AR. Didrachm. Tyre.
Obv. Diademed head of Demetrios r., diadem ends falling straight behind, dot-
ted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (curving) on r., ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ (curving) on l., round, eagle 
standing l., on ship’s ram, palm branch under far wing, dotted border.
93. No. KR ON 454224.
Date (r. field, below): ГПР (183 SE = 130/29 BCE). Mintmarks:  above club 
surmounted by  (l. field) and  (r. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 6.46 gr; ø 22 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2196. 1b.
94. No. KR ON 942070.
Date (r. field, below): ΔΠΡ (184 SE=129/8 BCE). Mintmarks:  above club sur-
mounted by  (l. field) and  (r. field, above). Palm branch (l. field).
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 6.60 gr; ø 19.5–20 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2196. 2b.
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Alexander II
95–96. AR. Drachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Alexander r., diadem ends falling straight be-hind, dot-
ted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ on l., filleted double cornucopiae ori-
ented r.
95. No. KR ON 454225.
Controls: primary (inner l., above): , secondary control (inner l., below):  

. 3.66 gr; ø 16.5–17 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2221. 3d.
96. No. KR ON 454226.
Controls: primary (inner l., above): , secondary control (inner l., below):  

. 3.91 gr; ø 16–17 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2223c.
97. AE. Royal bronze. Apollo/filleted tripod. No. KR ON 454226. Uncertain  
mint 111.
Obv. Laureate head of Apollo r., dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on r., ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ on l., filleted tripod.
5.49 gr; ø 18–18.5 mm; 3.
Reference: SC 2247.

Cleopatra Thea and Antiochos VIII
98. AE. Royal bronze. Cleopatra Thea and Antiochos VIII, jugate/Nike. No. KR ON 
454263. Uncertain mint 115.
Obv. Jugate busts r. of Cleopatra Thea, diademed, veiled and wearing stepha-
nos, and Antiochos VIII, diademed, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ ΘΕΑΣ in three lines on r., ΚΑΙ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ 
ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in three lines on l., Nike standing l., holding wreath.
Control (inner l., above): . Symbols (inner l., below): none. 7.74 gr; ø 21 mm; 1.
Reference: SC 2265. 1a.

Antiochos VIII
99. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454227. Askalon.
Obv. Diademed and draped bust of Antiochos VIII r., diadem ends falling 
straight behind, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (curving) on l., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ (curving) on r., around eagle 
standing l. on thunderbolt, palm branch under far wing, dotted border.
Date (r. field): ΙΣ (2017 SE = 106/5 BCE). Mintmark (l. field): ΑΣ above ΙΕΡ above 
ΑΣΥ above dove above aphlaston.
Control (between eagle’s legs): . 13.18 gr; ø 27 mm; 11.
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Reference: SNG Spaer 2664, 2633?; SC 2340. 10.
100. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454228. Tyre.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos VIII r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ on l., ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ on r., garlanded altar with baldachin, under 
which Sandan standing r. on back of horned, winged lion-griffin r.
Controls: primary (outer l., above): , secondary control (outer l., below): . 
16.37 gr; ø 27.5–28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2286b, Babelon 1424.
101–104. AR. Tetradrachm.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos VIII r., diadem ends falling straight behind, 
fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ on l., Zeus 
Uranius, standing l., holding star and resting on sceptre, laurel wreath border.
101. No. KR ON 942071. Ake (Ptolemaïs).
Zeus draped.
Controls: primary (outer l.): , secondary control (inner r., low): none. 16.46 
gr; ø 28–31 mm; 12.
Reference: SNG Spaer 2595, SC 2336. 2а.
102. No. KR ON 942072.
Zeus draped.
16.71 gr; ø 28.5–31 mm; 12.
Reference: SNG Spaer 2592.
103. No. KR ON 454229.
Zeus nude.
Controls: primary (outer l.): , secondary control: none. 16.60 gr; ø 29–30 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2335. 2a; SNG Spaer 2581–2582, 2585–2586; SNG Italia XII 402.
104. No. KR ON 454230. Damascus.
Zeus nude.
Date (in ex.):  (195 SE = 118/7 BCE).
Controls (outer l.):  above . 16.46 gr; ø 28–29 mm; 12.
Reference: SNG Spaer 2650–2651. SC 2322. 5.
105. AE. Royal bronze. Antiochos VIII/double cornucopiae. No. KR ON 454264. 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Radiate, diademed head of Antiochos VIII r., diadem ends falling straight 
behind, dotted border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ on l., filleted 
double cornucopiae.
Control (outer l., above): invisible. Symbol (outer l., below): star. 
Deno mination B. 8.19 gr; ø 19–20 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2313. 2.
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Antiochos IX
106–107. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., beardless, diadem ends falling straight 
behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ on l., Zeus 
enthroned l., holding Nike and sceptre, laurel wreath border.
106. No. KR ON 454231.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary control (under throne): 

. 15.67 gr; ø 27–27.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2369. 2а.
107. No. KR ON 454232.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary (under throne): , ter-
tiary (inner l.): . 15.93 gr; ø 27–28 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2369. 3c.
108. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454233. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet 
border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r, ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ on l., Athena 
standing l., holding Nike and resting l. hand on shield, spear be-hind, laurel 
wreath border.
Controls: primary (outer l.):  above , secondary control (inner r.): . 
14.94 gr; ø 27–28.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2363a; SNG Spaer 2677.
109. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 942073. Tarsus.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., with short, curly beard and moustache, 
diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r, ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ on l., gar-
landed altar with baldachin, under which Sandan standing r. on back of 
horned, winged lion-griffin r.
Controls: primary (outer l., below): , secondary (outer l., above): . 16.36 
gr; ø 28–28.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2350b.
110. AE. Royal bronze. Antiochos IX/winged thunderbolt. No. KR ON 454265. 
Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., with short, curly beard, diadem ends fall-
ing straight behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r, ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ on l., winged 
thunderbolt, positioned vertically.
Date: not visible.
Control (outer l.): . Symbol: not visible. 5.43 gr; ø 17–18 mm; 12
Reference: SC 2364. 1, SNG Spaer 2686.
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Antiochos X
111. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 454234. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet 
border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΥΣΕΒΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ 
in two lines on l., Zeus enthroned r., holding Nike and sceptre, laurel wreath 
border.
Controls: primary invisible, secondary control (under throne): . 15.45 gr;  
ø 27 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2429. 1c.

Philip I
112–114. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Philip r., with bulging eyes and pouting lips, diadem 
ends falling straight behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ 
in two lines on l., Zeus enthroned r., holding Nike and sceptre, laurel wreath 
border.
112. No. KR ON 454235.
Controls: primary (in ex.): , frozen (under throne): . 15.70 gr;  
ø 25 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2464b.
113. No. KR ON 454236.
Controls: primary (in ex.): , frozen (under throne): . 15.40 gr; ø 
24–25.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2464c.
114. No. KR ON 454237.
15.56 gr; ø 25 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2464c.

Antiochos XIII
115. AR. Tetradrachm. No. KR ON 942074. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Antiochos r., with horn-like lock curling upward above 
ear, diadem ends falling straight behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ in two lines on r., ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ on l., Zeus 
enthroned r., holding Nike and sceptre, laurel wreath border.
Controls: primary (inner l.): , secondary control (under throne): none. 15.63 
gr; ø 25.5–27 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2487a; Babelon 1538.
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Philip (posthumous)
116–117. AR. Tetradrachm. Antioch-on-the-Orontes.
Obv. Diademed head of Philip r., with bulging eyes and pouting lips, diadem 
ends falling straight behind, fillet border.
Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ in two lines on r., ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ 
in two lines on l., Zeus enthroned r., holding Nike and sceptre, laurel wreath 
border.
116. No. KR ON 454238.
Mintmark (inner l.): .
Control frozen (under throne): . Symbol (in ex.): invisible. 12.85 gr;  
ø 24–25.5 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2491?
117. No. KR ON 454239.
Control (inner l.): , frozen (under throne): . Symbol (in ex.): thunder-
bolt. 15.49 gr; ø 26 mm; 12.
Reference: SC 2489. 1.

Uncertain
118. AE. Royal bronze. Apollo with tripod type. No. KR ON 454266.
Obv. Diademed head of a king r., diadem ends falling straight behind, no border.
Rev. [Β]ΑΣΙΛΕ[ΩΣ] on r., [?] on l., Apollo standing l. testing arrow and resting 
elbow on tall tripod, no border.
2.70 gr; ø 14 mm; 12.
Probably of the coinage of Seleukos II.
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figure 1 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 1–8: Seleukos I; 9–10: Antiochos I; 11–12: 
Antiochos II.
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figure 2 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 13: Antiochos II; 14-15: Seleukos II; 16: 
Seleukos III; 17–19: Antiochos III; 20–21: Seleukos IV; 22–28:  
Antiochos IV.
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figure 3 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 29–32: Antiochos IV; 33: Antiochos V; 34–40: 
Demetrios I.
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figure 4 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 41–51: Demetrios I; 52–55: Alexander I.
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figure 5 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 56–59: Alexander I; 60–62: Demetrios II 
(first reign); 63–68: Antiochos VI; 69: Tryphon; 70: Antiochos VII.
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figure 6 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 71–79: Antiochos VII.
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figure 7 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 80–89: Antiochos VII; 90: Demetrios II 
(second reign).
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figure 8 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 91–94: Demetrios II (second reign); 95–97: 
Alexander II; 98: Cleopatra Thea and Antiochos VIII; 99–102: Antiochos VIII.
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figure 9 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 103–105: Antiochos VIII; 106–110: 
Antiochos IX; 111: Antiochos X; 112: Philip I.
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figure 10 Seleukid coins from the SHM. 113–114: Philip I; 115: Antiochos XIII;  
116–117: Philip (posthumous); 118: uncertain.
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